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protel SPE: Hotel management software for large
individual hotels
The Single Property Edition
The protel Single Property Edition is our exclusive hotel management software for
mid-market operators and large individual hotels. Check in, serve and check out your
guests with the greatest of ease: protel SPE provides effortless processes and fast,
reliable access to all crucial information.
The protel Single Property Edition is a mature, internationally proven hotel management
software that provides powerful support for all your activities. Learn about your
guests, their stays and their preferences. Proactively manage your hotel‘s occupancy
levels, raise efficiency and boost profits and revenues.
Do you want to learn about some of the main features and functionalities of protel SPE?

Our
product highlights

	Room plan
	Room type plan
	Guest profile
	Navigator
Sales enquiry
	Rate management
	Reporting

Room plan
with the multifunctional room plan, you can quickly and easily reserve rooms for
individuals or entire tour groups, change bookings as needed and access all guest
information. even room changes won‘t be any extra work for you. Simply drag the guest
to their new home within the active room plan, and protel smart will automatically
update all the details, including room status, billing and availability.

Further MAin FeAtureS:
deposit and accounts
receivable management,
reminders season- and
allocation management
integration of many
microsoft programs
available (route planner
“map-point”, excel,
word,visio)

the multifunctional room plan
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Room type plan
With the active room type plan, you can closely track your occupancy situation,
including available rooms, overbookings, allocations, options, waiting lists, percentage
occupancy, et cetera. Simply drag and click to reserve your guests‘ preferred room
types. Even reserving groups across different types and time periods will become
child‘s play.

Simply drag and click to reserve all of your guests

Guest proﬁle

protel Add-onS:

each guest is unique, and the customizable guest profile is the perfect place to record what

mailing-expert

makes them unique. in addition to their address, reservation and revenue details, you can
also keep track of guests‘ personal preferences and requests. with each visit, you can get
to know your guests better and have an ideal foundation for effective marketing.

auto vip
active desktop
Sales production
SmS Confirmation
Business card
scanner
pivot table
room planning
with mS visio
route planning with
microsoft mappoint
Synchronization with
mS outlook
voucher management
vacation
ownership module
automatic call
identification

customize your guest proﬁles
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Navigator
Only one mouse click away: all the information and data entry features you need
in your front office. The Navigator is protel‘s main switchboard. From it, you have
direct access to all the data associated with a particular guest. You can pull it up at
any time – just right-click the guest‘s name in any list, in the room plan or in one of
many dialogs.
As a result, you get instant access to your guest‘s personal data, reservation details,
billing details and all the notes recording your guest‘s special requests.

The Navigator is protel‘s main switchboard

Sales enquiry
when customers try to book a hotel room, they expect fast, attentive service. with the
sales enquiry, your staff can help your guests professionally and offer optimum rates. press
one key anywhere in the system, and you can activate the wizard for full-featured support
with the reservation process.
Your benefit: for each day of the inquired period the individual daily rate is displayed.
in order to provide information immediately protel reckons up and displays the
average sum per night as well as the total sum. with just one mouse click you
have the determined daily Bar (Best available rate) displayed. an indispensable
support for customer dialogues- whether personally or on the phone- and the
ideal foundation for effective marketing. not only for newcomers.

press one key anywhere in the system to activate the wizard
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Rate Management
Room rates and availabilities are key criteria for your hotel‘s business success – and
the most important information for guests who wish to make a reservation over the
internet or the phone. Use the rate management tool to specify a particular pricing
strategy for your staff and guests – for individual days, weeks or even an entire year.
It identifies your hotel‘s current and expected occupancy, broken down by room
category or individual room. This is the surest way to optimize your pricing.

Use the rate management tool to specify a particular pricing strategy

dynamic rate management is a great way to automatically optimize your average room
rate. that‘s why protel rate management enables you to set up strategies for each
rate code and day.
in protel, you can assign rate codes at a fine degree of granularity – down to the
individual day and room, if desired. protel will then automatically activate and deactivate
rates depending on the strategy.

good to KnoW ...
one application where rate management is
absolutely essential is an internet booking
engine that books rooms in real time.
protel rate management sets the rate
directly for whichever rooms the guests
book online. and the internet rates rise
and fall with demand as occupancy levels
change..

likewise, rate availability restrictions can be
overridden by properly authorized users.
protel maintains a large selection of
interfaces- for example to provide a link
to professional Yield management systems.
an overview of all interfaces you can find
on our website:
www.protel-hotelsoftware.com

in addition to rate availability, protel rate
management also administers specified
corporate rates at various levels.
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Reporting
protel Front Office‘s integrated reporting function provides for more insights into
your business. Not only does it track key performance indicators on reservations,
revenues, occupancy and average rates, but it also supports complex analytics such
as period-specific analyses of market segments. Effortlessly import your data into
Microsoft Excel for further manipulation as needed.
Do you need to check up on your
business while on the road? No problem!
With nothing more than a web browser
and an internet connection, you can
retrieve your hotel‘s data – any time,
any place. The Microsoft SQL database
provides the best guarantee that you
can get the most out of your data
with external analytical tools. Built-in
business intelligence functions allow you
to translate actionable information into
informed action.

Import your data into Microsoft Excel for further manipulation as needed

protel
product lineS:

protel MPE (Multi Property Edition)
protel HQ (Headquarter)
Both software products optimize the managing of information for hotel chains and hotel
groups. it’s an economically convincing and proven package solution for managing multiple
hotels from a central database.
protel smart
for the reservation software protel smart we‘ve tailored our internationally proven
premium software solution to the needs of small and mid-market hospitality providers.
it‘s an attractive package with great pricing, ease of use and functionality. it enables you
to benefit from many proven features of protel Spe.

Further
eXpAnSion ModuleS:

protel Sales & Marketing
You can‘t market to your customers if you don‘t know them well. that‘s why your
success depends on targeted sales and marketing activities and comprehensive customer
relationship management. protel Sales & marketing gives you total visibility into what your
guests need and want. improve your bottom line with focused campaign management and
attractive customer loyalty programs!
protel Banquet
protel Banquet helps you perfectly plan and host receptions, banquets and events of all
kinds and sizes. with protel Banquet, you can keep track of your long-term occupancy
levels and generate schedules and room plans quickly and effortlessly. and this also applies
to the whole hotel chain
protel WBE 3.0
with the protel web Booking engine (wBe), protel‘s online reservation system, you can
put the power and convenience of online booking at your guests‘ fingertips. the web
Booking
retrieves
availability
directly from the live protel
Damitengine
jeder weiß,
was zupricing
tun ist and
– protel
Bankettinformation
Function Sheets
system installed at your hotel (Spe, HQ or mpe). from no-obligation inquiries to firm
reservations, your guests will always see the latest information.
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